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REVIEW OF THE FOOTBALL SEASON.

ANOTHER Football season has passed, and in accordance with our
11. usual editorial custom we set ourselves the task of reviewing
it-a task rendered all the more pleasant to us from the fact that we
have to look back upon such successful work. 'Ve congratulate the
captain and the XV. upon their energy and vigour, which have
earned for them a well-deserved. reward in their almost unbroken
series of victories. In order the better to accomplish our work of
reviewing it will be necessary to give a short summary of the
matches played.

The first, as usual, was that against :Mr. Raven's team,
which comprised many old Shirburnians. With the exception
of two the whole vf the School XV. was new, but they did not
find much difficulty in winning their first victory. From this game
it was evident that their strength lay in fast forward play. On
October 19th the School 2nd XV. played the Town, and won a
hollow victory by five goals and six tries to nothing. We attach
great importance to 2nd XV. matches, and sbould like to see more
of them played in future years; for not only are they of great use
in bringing on new men, but the general interest of fellows in

the game is increased by them. On October 22nd the School
experienced its only defeat, at the hands of the Clifton Club. The
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visitors came down with a very strong team, including several county
men. Behind the scrimmage they were especially formidable, and
their clever passing and kicking proved rather· too much for our
backs. However, the reverse was not without its fruits, and subse
qUE'nt matches shewed that the XV. had profited largely from their
defeat. The need of better passing and more frequent dropping
was at ODce perceived, and henceforward great improvement was
noticeable, especially among the forwards. On November 9th
Evercreech tried conclusions with us. This was by far the fastest
game of the season, the admirable dribbling of the School forwards
being far too much for the visitors, who had three goals and
four tries scored against them. The next was on November
19th, against ]\fr. R. M. Parsons' XV., a very close game indeed,
the School only winning by a goal to two tries. It is true
t'bat we had lost the services of three members of the XV.,
but the superior weight of our opponents and the admirable
collaring of their backs were perhaps the real causes of the narrow
ness of the victory. For the first time for many years we defeated
the Old Shirburnians on December 17th. On account of the weather
some of those who had promised to turn up did not appear, and the
Old Fellows did not muster very strong. The bad condition of the
ground, too, owing to the recent rain, was not so much felt by the
Present, who were, though lighter, in better training. As it was, the
latter won by two goals and a try to nothing. After Christmas one
match was played, viz., against the Town on February 18th, which
resulted in another victory for us. Thus out of seven matches
played six were won and one lost, a result, we think, which will
compare most favourably with any previous season. As regards
individual play we need make no particular mention, as the
characters of the XV., which we insert in this number, will be quite
sufficient for an estimate.

The place-kicking, though much improved, is still far from perfect.
On our some\vhat narrow ground, there should be but a small

percentage of unsuccessful tries. We hope that fellows next season
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will devote a little time to the practice of place-kicking, as the
importance of this accomplishment cannot be too much insisted on.

The House Matches, as is generally the case, were well contested.
Blanch's and the Day Boys scratched, a mode of procedure which,
we are sorry to say, seems to be traditional among them. We have
often pointed out the desirability of playing in any case, and again
recommend that the battle should be fought however desperate it
may seem. Rhoades' after a good match were defeated by Price's,
who in· their turn succumbed to Wilson's. Wood's then played.
'Wilson's and became Cock House. The School, aftCl.' an obstinate'
contest, succeeded in winning the challenge cup, the School House
scoring a try to a goal and a try.

One word with regard to the lower Fifteens. We should like to.
see the play keener this term than it generally is. It seems to
be always the fashion for the attendance of fellows to be irregular
this term, although we can divine no reasonable excuse for such
slackness. We sincerely hope that next season this defect will be
remedied. It entirely depends on fellows themselves, who should,.
as we do, abominate the" slopeI.''' as a creature not to be tolerated.
But generally speaking, there is every reason why we should heartily
congratulate the School on a wonderfully successfnl season.

RECOLLECTIONS.

WELL, if youlike I will try to rake up, or; not to confuse metaphorS",
sandpaper my mcmory, which has grown rather rusty. For it

is some years since that fine August morning when we got out of the
crawling French train-the French are notoriously fond of snails, so
they make their trains as like them as possible-at a little station·

between Cherbourg and St. Lo. Our object was to penetrate into:
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the country to a small village where we were told we could stay the
night; so off we trudged carrying our haversack between us along a
road not quite so straight as the generality in France. Every now
and then some object of interest would bring us to a standRtill, a
bit of carving, quaint and rude, on a churchyard gateway, a king
fisher darting over a stream, or a cMteau, once the dwelling of some
proud baron, now falling into ruin or converted into a farmyard. In
due time we arrived at the village where we intended to stay, but
what was our consternation to find that there was not a single bed in
the place which was not occupied! There was nothing to be done
but to submit to fate and retrace our steps to a small auberge, called
the Couronne d'Or, which we had passed on the way, where we were
aRsured there was very good accommodation! The stones which
marked the kilometres seemed to come much slower now as we passed
them the second time, but there is always something to relieve
monotony in a foreign country. In this case the godsend was in the
shape of a round, jolly little Frenchman, ambling along on a mule,
who might verily have sat for a portrait of Sancho Panza, so exactly
did he answer to the description of that gallant squire. He begun
the conversation with something which sounded like "Bjourms,"
but was, I believe, intended for the ordinary French salutation.
This we returned with the true orthodox" Good morning," forgetting

for the moment that it was past twelve o'clock, and also that he could
not understand what we said. However, it did not Reem to matter,
for he launched into a perfect torrent of words which no possible
ingenuity could interpret. We cast about how to join in the one
sided conversation, and after mature deliberation the result was
"C'est un bel ane, que vous ~tes il me parait sur." The effect was
startling. He stopped short, and, with the inimitable French
shrug .of the shoulders, remarked "Ah, je vous trouve plaisant,
monsieur." Very pleasant, of course; that is what we meant to be.
We did not know till afterwards that our remark was to the effect
"You're a fine donkey, to be sure!" but how is one to distinguish
between sur with an accent and without; were not our words in
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proper order, too 1 The little Frenchman jogged off again, feet and
elbows working vigorously all the time, as if thereby increasing his
speed. By the time we had finished laughing at him we were at the
mn. The one room, which did duty for parlour, kitchen, and bar
alike, presented a cheerful spectacle with the hostess, in her neat
white Normandy cap, bustling over her" pot au feu," and every now
and then hustling out some obtrusive duck or inquisitive hen that
found its way over the threshold. On being told that we wished to
stay the night, she straightway geized one of the latter by the neck,
and-the rest need not be told-but it appeared an hour after in a
very different form. :M:eanwhile we sauntered out and found close
by a neat little church with curious carvings over the door. While
we were jotting these down in our sketch-books, the cure of the
place appeared, a kindly old man, in three-cornered hat and long
black gown, who offered us his hospitality. But as it was growing
dusk we declined and hurried back to dinner. We were seated at
the rough wooden table, when 10 and behold the whole establishment
could only boast one, and that a carving, knife! However, a hungry

Englishman is never to be baulked, and never feels half so much
master of his position as when abroad, so pocket knives were put in
requisition and the result was far from bad. The meal ended we
retired to our rooms, where we found the beds covered with the
most snow-white sheets and carefully placed on each lay a long white
bag, for all the world like a sugar loaf, tapering to a point and
ending in a tassel-could it be a head-dress 1 I fear the good land
lady would have been sorely offended if she had seen the way we
received her kind attention, but anyhow we parted in the morning
the best of friends. So ended our first experiences of an auberge,
and if anyone wishes to try how much he can laugh without splitting
his sides, let him follow our example and go on a trip to Normandy.
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(l THE NORTH WIND DOTH BLOW."

Ingeminat Boreas, nivium certissimus index:

Unde erit heu! bruma pressa rubisca, salus ?

I, misera, hospitium conferta sub horrea qurere,

Qua tua suppositum protegat ala caput.
H.

"SHIP IN FULL SAIL."

How gloriously her gallant course she goes,

Her white wings flying-never from her foes

She walks the water like a thing of life,

And seems to dare the elements to strife.

Who would not brave the battle-fire, the wreck,

To move the monarch of her peopled deck?

BYRON.

LATINE REDDITUM.

Quam natat egregie fluctus candentibus alis

Pervolitans-at non hoste sequente-ratis.

Forma reluctantes ut viva perambulat undas;

Cum ventis et aquis bella movere putes.

Quis non naufragium, Martis non sperneret ignes

Iret ut in densis rexque paterque foris ?
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CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the Shirburnian.

DEAR SIR,
As the Athletics will soon take place I should like to urge

again a very old question. Why cannot we have real prizes instead
of medals ~ I am quite certain that if the authorities abolished the
system of giving medals, and gave, instead, articles of ornament or
utility, fellows in general would be much better pleased.

I remain,

Yours very sincerely,

ONE OF THE MANY-HEADED BEAST.

[We believe that our correspondent's suggestion is at the present
time under the consideration of the" authorities."-ED. SHIR.]

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

I crave no pardon for introducing the subject of Paperchases,
as I am sure half the school will be with me in condemning the
present system of short, hard runs. It is the pace, not the distance,
that makes them so unpopular. The hares will sometimes start, not
very p~mctually, a quarter-past 2 and then be back almost in time to
answer their names at 3 o'clock roll, having been a round of four or
five miles through the fields surrounding Sherborne. I can assure
you some people enjoy a run over ground which they have not seen
a hundred times before, and if we were to go to a distance of five
miles or so in a more leisurely fashion, before turning back, there
would be more amongst us willing and eager to join in this healthy
exercise. 1,vhat would you say, for instance, to a course running
round Corton, Babylon, or Lillington hill ~ Or, if this is too far,
might we not-as is the custom at some schools-have a place .of
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rendezvous fixed on five or six miles off, to which we might proceed
at our own pace, and afterwards run home in a more or less direct
line 1

But I have carried you over too much ground already, and so will
conclude, begging some attention to this matter and believing that,
were it reformed, we should not only look back on, but also look
forward to our Paperchases with more satisfaction.

Yours truly,
RURIS AnIATOR.

SIR,
Would you kindly favour me with a little room in your

magazine for exercising an Englishman's privilege of grumbling 1
There have been many complaints of late about the Library, but there
is at least one point still crying for reform. I refer to the order in
which the Library Books are placed. How they are meant to be
arranged I do not know; but how they are not arranged I do know.
There is a rule that those who take books out should put them back

..into their right places. But who besides the librarian knows their
. places ~ There always was a rule that the sub-librarians should
constantly look over the books and see that they were all in their
right order. Perhaps they too are ignorant of the right order.

I am, yours etc.,
ONE INCONVENIENCED.

FOOTBALL.

PRICE'S V. RHOADES'.

This match was played on Friday, March 3, in lovely weather.
Pedler kicked off for Price's, and scrimmages immediately ensued
about the half-way flag. Gradually, however, the superior weight
of Price's forwards forced Rhoades' back into their" twenty-five,"
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and Perch ran in. The try by Dunn was unsuccessful. After the
drop out some very good back-play was shewn by both sides, the
collaring of Ellis being especially noticeable. But Price's forwards
again took the ball into Rhoades' "twenty-five," where it was
when half-time was called. After the kick off, aided by a good
piece of play by Dawson, Price's forwards gradually pushed
Rhoades' back into their quarters, and Dunn getting hold of the

ball made an excellent attempt to drop a goal. After the kick-ou t
some obstinately. contested scrimmages ensued in Rhoades'
"twenty-five," till Money obtained a try, which was converted
into a goal by Dunn. After this nothing further occurred till time

was called, when Price's were left the winners of a hard match by
one goal and one try to nil. For the victors, Pedler, Dunn, Perch,
Dawson, and Pye were conspicuous, whileEllis, Broadrick, l\Iongan,
and Pedler worked strenuously for Rhoades'. The teams were as

follows :-
Rhoades' .-Hill (back), R. P. ElIis and Pritchard (three-quarter

backs), Wilkinson and names (half-backs), E. G. Broaclrick
(captain), l\Iongan, Pedler, mi., Holt, Jaffrey, Ellis, mi., Nelson,
ma., Hole, Hensley, ma., Stu;J.rt, ma. (forwards).

Price's.-:Uayo (back), E. H. Dunn and Perch (three-quarter
backs), C. W. Dawson and Money (half-backs), H. Pecller (captain),
Pye, ma., Stroud, ma., Tanks, Pedler, tert., l\Iichell, Stroud, mi.,

Low, ma., Jenkins, Pye, mi. (forwards).
PRICE'S V. RHOADE8'.

This was a very exciting match, Price's being stronger forward,

while their opponents were superior behind the scrimmage. Pecller
kicked off for Price's, and for some time the game went on in the
centre of the ground, until Heath passed the ball very cleverly to
Kyd, who took it into Price's twenty-five. After some scrimmages
on Price's goal line the ball was kicked outside behind. Dunn
then kicked out, and Price's forwards being much heavier, were

steadily forcing their antagonists back, when White getting hold

of the ball obtained a try behind the posts, from which Kyd kicked
a goal. Not long afterwards White ran in again-a brilliant
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performance-and grounded the ball a second time behind the
posts; this try Heath failed to convert into a goal. Dunn thenkicked
out again, and Price's forwards aided by runs by Perch and Dunn
forced Wilson's back into their twenty-five, when they touched
down in self-defence. Half-time was then called, after which the
game continued for a considerable time in the middle of the
ground, first one side and then the other gaining some advantage,
till aided by a run from Dawson and a drop by Mayo, Price's
forwards obliged Wilson's to touch down a second time. More
scrimmages then followed, till White running in again, kicked a
second goal for Wilson's. This was followed by a try by Kyd, which
White converted into a goal. After the kick off, Price's seemed
to rally, and after a run by Perch, Pedler obtained a try in the
corner of the ground' The kick was entrusted to Mayo, who
succeeded in sending the ball over the bar. .. No-side" was then
called, Wilson's being left the winners of a hard match by three
goals and one try to a goal. White and Kyd were the heroes for
'Wilson's, while for Price's, Dunn, Dawson, and Pedler played well.
The teams were as follows :-

H'z'lson's.-Bennett, ma. (back), H. S. White (Captain), and J. Kyd
(three-quarter-backs), Heath and Fenwick (half-backs), A. H.
Balme, Fox, MeIver, Dornford, Kayess, Luard, Collett, Tracy,
Paull, Anderton (forwards).

Pnce's.-l\1ayo (back), E. H. Dunn and Money (three-quarter
backs), C. W. Dawson and Perch (half-backs), H. Pedler (Captain),
Pye, ma., Stroud, ma., Tonks, Pedler, tert., J\IicheIl, Stroud, ma.,
Low, ma., Jenkins, Pye, mi. (forwards).

WOOD'S V. WILSON'S.

Chilcott won the toss and elected to kick off. The ball being
but indifferently handled by Wilson's back, Wood's penned their
antagonists in the first five minutes, and Chilcott obtained a try,
from which Bastard kicked a goal. After the kick off again,
Wilson's by some very good forward play aided by two runs by
Canning and Paull respectively worked their way into Wood's
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"twenty-five." Some very stoutly contested scrimmages then
ensued, and Wood's were forced back to their goal line, when
Lewis by a good run took the ball to the half-way flag, and Wilson's
were in their turn obliged to retreat into their" twenty-five." Here
Bastard made a good attempt to pass the line, but was pushed
outside behind. The ball was dropped out, and Wilson's
forwards following up well kept it for some time in the middle of
the ground, but owing to the superiority of Wood's backs were not
able to make much progress. At last Bastard by an admirable run
obtained a second try for Wood's, which was converted into a
goal by Chilcott. Another try was soon after got by Bastard, from
which Smyth kicked a third goal. Half-time was then called..
Heath kicked off for Wilson's and Wood's were forced back by
some excellent forward play on the part of their opponents, and
obliged to touch down. But this reverse was only temporary, for
Carver by a good piece of play ran in again for \Vood's, another
goal being added to the score by Bastard. For the rest of the
game the ball was kept entirely in Wilson's quarters, and tries
were obtained by Smyth and Bastard respectively, from one of
which a goal was kicked by Chilcott. Wood's were thus left
victorious by five goals and one try to nothing. For the winners
Chilcott, Bastard, Hobbs, Carver, and Smyth played well, while
for \Vilson's, Balme, Fox, Fenwick, and Heath were conspicuous
by their plucky efforts to avert defeat. The teams were as
follows :-

Wood s.-Lovibond (back), E. W. Chilcott (captain) and Hobbs
(three-quarter-backs), J. 1\1. Bastard and Carver (half-backs), St.
G. Smyth, Philipps, Forward, Elton, Aldous, Brutton, Lewis,
Burridge, Mitcbell, Bennett, quart. (forwards).

Wi'!son's.-Paull (back), Canning and Luard (three-quarter
backs), Fenwick and Heath (Half-backs), A. H. Balme (captain),
Fox, McIver, Dornford, Kayess, Collett, Tracy, Anderton, Bullock
Webster, Jerram, ma. (forwards).
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SCHOOL V. SCHOOL HOUSE.

On Saturday, March 18, the School and School House met to
try conclusions in the final tie for the Football Challenge Cup,
and the result, after a most keen and exciting contest. was in favour
of the former by a goal and a try to a try. The afternoon was
beautifully fine and warm-in fact far more suggestive of cricket
than football; while the ground was very dry and hard-so hard
that there was some cause to fear accidents in such a hardly
contested match as this nearly always proves. Fortunately. however,
a most pleasant game was brought to a close without any serious
damage to anyone. Chilcott won the toss and elected to kick off,
and House determined to take advantage of the slight hill and
,~'ind, with the sun at his back. The opening scrimmage was
formed about half-way. From the first it was evident that the
struggle would be severe. The School were stronger behind, while,
though somewhat lighter than their opponents, the School-House
forwards, led by House, Tregarthen, and Fowler, were all round the
better lot. For some time the game went on in the centre, first
one side and then the other gaining some small advantage, most
of the work being done by the forwards. At length by a very
pretty piece of play on the part of the School-House forwards,
the School were pushed back, and some desperate scrimmages
ensued on the goal line, when Dyer secured a try, which House,

, mi. failed to convert into a goal. After the kick out the game
again continued in the centre for some time, till at length the
School gradually gained ground, Bastard and Chilcott being
especially conspicuous j and shortly before half-time the School
House team was penned inside the" twenty-five" flag. Here Dunn,
getting hold of the ball, grounded it over the line. The kick was
entrusted to Bastard, who, in spite of the ball rolling, succeeded
in sending it over the centre of the crossbar, amidst uproarious
cheers. Almost immediately afterwards half-time was called.
House then kicked off again, and the game became, if possible,
more stoutly contested than before, the vigorous efforts of the
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School-House forwards and half-backs being counteracted by
short runs by Chilcott and Bastard and drops by the former, to
whom Smyth cleverly passed the ball back. At length, much aided
by two good kicks by Roberts and Venn respectively, the School
House forwards again pennp.d their opponents, and the blockade
was kept up so long that it seemed as if they must score. Momen
tary relief was given by Dunn touching down in self-defence; but
the School-House returned to the siege, and the excitement grew

to the highest pitch. However, about seven or eight minutes
before time, Bastard got hold of the ball from a long throw out
of touch, and ran almost to the half-way fiag-a very good
performance and the salvation of his side. This was followed by
a drop into touch by Chilcott, and then for the first time the
School-House forwards seemed to waver, and were rapidly driven
back; and, aided by a short run by Pye, the School brought the
ball down to their opponents line, when Pedler, getting it after a
line out, ran in. No goal, however, resulted. This brought the
match to a close. For the victors Smyth did an immense amount
of work forward, and was well supported by the rest; while Chilcott
and Bastard were ubiquitous behind the scrimmage. For the
School-House, while all played hard forward, House and Fowler
were always gaining ground when the ball got at all loose ; while
Tregarthen in the centre was invaluable. Outside, House, mi.
and Grenfell played a wonderfully plucky game, and Venn dropped

with judgment.
The School.-Mayo (back), E. W. Chilcott (captain), E. H. Dunn

(three-quarter-backs), J. lVI. Bastard, C. W. Dawson (half-backs),
S1. G. Smyth, H. Pedler, A. H. Balme, Pye, Perch, Philipps, Fox,
Forward, Stroud, Tanks (forwards).

School House.-King (back), C. F. Venn, Roberts (three-quarter
backs), J. S. G. Grenfell, House, mi. (half-backs), H. H. House
(captain), G. P. Tregarthen, R. Fowler, B. H. Comerford, C. 1\1.
Dyer, F. R. Loveband, H. Gray, Bennett, Sheldon, Nisbet

(forwards).
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CHARACTERS OF THE FIFTEEN.

H. H. HOUSE.-As captain has given g-reat satisfaction during
the past season, which has been unusually successful. A most
energetic forward, dribbles well, and is a fair place kick. Is
leaving.

P. H. CUNNINGHAl\I.-A somewhat ponderous forward, going
straight into the scrimmage, and always on the ball. Has left.

G. P. TRRGARTHEN.-A strong heavy forward, seen to most
advantage in a tight scrimmage. Has been somewhat unlucky,
but has done very good service to the team. Is leaving.

E. W. CHILCOTT.-A very fine three-quarter back, possessing
considerable pace. The drop-kick of the XV., noticeable for his
coolness. Rarely fails to tackle well. Is leaving.

R. FOWLER.-A brilliant forward, though light, always follow
ing up the ball. Dribbles and collars well. Is leaving.

H. S. WHITE.-Has played half-back, in which place he has
done good service. Makes good use of his feet and runs well.
Is leaving.

H. COMERFORD.-A very fine forward, dribbles well, and has
~. plenty of pace. Can play half-back on an emergency. Has left.

E. J. BLAKE.-A hard-working forward, but rather lacks pace.
Is leaving.

ST. G. SMYTH.-A tall, heavy forward, making good use of his
height and following up well. A fair drop-kick.

F. NISBET.-Hardly fulfilled the expectations formed of him,
but nevertheless played brilliantly at times. A fair place kick.
Has left.

H. PEDLER.-A good honest, hardworking forward, especially
conspicuous in a tight scrimmage. Is leaving.

J.' KYD.-Played half-back for the XV.; has pace and makes
good use of his arms when running, but should pass more.

V. DowELL.-A strong three-quarter-back; fair drop-kick;
collars well. Apt to get lazy in in-matches. Has left.

E. G. BROADRICK.-A hard-working forward, always prominent
either in tight <-doose scrimmages. Wea.vIDg.

A. R. YouNG.-Played back for the team. Drops well at
times with great coolness; a poor collar. Has left.
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LITERARY SOCIETY.

The project of a Literary Society was started at the end of last

term. We are happy to say that that plan has now received its

accomplishment.
Those who intended to become members were summoned to a

meeting, at which they elected F. J. Lys as President for the term,
and he chose H. H. House as his Vice-President and R. :F. Holme

as his Secretary and Treasurcr.
The inaugural meeting was held on Saturday evening, March 11th.

Besides members, there was a large audience assembled to hear a

paper which J. Rhoades, Esq. had most kindly consented to read on
some of the chief characteristics of Tennyson, Browning, and Swinburne.

Space unhappily prevents u~ from inserting the whole, but the

following are some extracts :-
" Tt is important to remember that, in studying the poets of a

nation, you are in reality studying the nature and forces of the

national mind. A great poet does not spring up anywhere by chance
among a people. Whatever vitality of thought and original power

exists diffused and scattered among them, so as perhaps to be hardly

discernible, it is sure to culminate in some one or some few persons

and to find a true expression in an articulate voice. It is the nation

that makes the poet, and if a poet may be termed a nation's teacher,
it is in this sense-that he teaches them to know themselvee.

It is then no mere coincidence, but a very significant fact, that

there are now living in England three great poets, who, in spite of

the old. saying, did not spring up spontanr.ously at all, but are

entirely due, if our theory be correct, to the mental and moral vigour
of the nation which produced them.

I do not think it will be difficult to recognise as we go on three

distinct elements of our national character, which are represented by

these three poets.

The first of them is Tennyson. Type of the refined, contempla
tive, scholarly mind. his utterance, like his thonght, is ever calm,
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dignified, selfrestrained. His imagination loves to thro\v itself

forward into the far future, and backward into the far past; the

present, with its hard outline and sudden shocks rather repels than

attracts him. It is not !lurprising then that as we learn both from
his poems and the reports of those who know him-he used at all

events to indulge in visionary and utopian dreams of the future,

believing even that he would live to see the universal brotherhood

of natious. On the whole, however, he is happiest when dwelline
{In the past. He retreats into the shadows of old times, and seeks

out heroic legends and romances meet for the dignity and tempered

passion of the epic. He shrinks from encountering, as a poet, the

glare of the intense realism of this century. Occasionally he does

bring himself calmly to face the aspect of events in his own time,
and he has given us one or two noble sketches of his political faith;
we find. him here representing the highest of all characters, that,

namely, with a heart reverent towards old things, and yet a mind

ever expanding towards the new.

Of the three pJets he is far the most elaborate as an artist. His

finest effects are seldom attained by a few broad, bold touches (as in

the case with Browning) but rather by a marvellously skilful blend

ing of subtle details. This may at times expose him to the charge

of distracting his readers' attention from the main current of his

subject and detaining and dazzling the eyes too much with the
minute beauties and curious chasing of the workmanship-much

like his own description of the sword" Excalibur," which dazzled

the eyes of Sir Bedivere,
"For all the haft twinkled with diamond-sparks,
:Myriads of topaz-lights and jacinth-work
Of subtlest jewclry."

However that may be, his poems at any rate are justly pre-eminent
for their exquisite finish. In respect of harmony he is far less

brilliant, and therefore perhaps far more subtle than Swinburne.

Midway between these two, and forming an almost complete

contrast to Tcnnyson, comes Robcrt Browning.
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Stumbling on all manner of grand, odd, angular, dnsty themes of
rough human life, he jerks them ont with the force and fury of a
steam engine. He rushes pele-mele from mesmerism to politics,
from the organ-loft to the deadhouse, from Saul to the pied piper of
Hamelin, from Paracelsus to Mr. Sludge. the medium, from half
drunken cavalier-songs to the pictures of Florence. Everything
goes smash before the overpowering strength of his verse. No
nightmare leaves such horrible impressions as his " Childe Roland to
the Dark Towel' came ;" no horseman ever had so exciting a ride for
lifeand death as he who reads or hears for the first time" How they
brought the Good News from Ghent." He is pre-eminently the poet
of the present and of action, he does not pine for the past nor brood
over the future in lonely retirement, but plunges straight into the
midst of the crowd and loves to jostle and be jostled.

Side by side with this rugged strength of his, or rather another
manifestation of it, is that supreme refinement of tenderness, which
is only found in the most powerful natures. This is exhibited
conspicuously in " Evelyn Hope," and in that wonderful deliniation
of "The Perfect Soul, Pompilia," in "The Ring and the Book."
And it is noticeable that in this tender mood the music of his
rhythm changes from the stormy thunder of the cataract to an

unsurpassed sweetness and tranquillity, becoming now as transparent
in its gentle flow as before it was turbid in its violence.

Another striking characteristic of his genius, to my mind, is the
-combination in so high a degree of two such opposite qualities of
intellect as those, which for the present I must call by the somewhat
pedantic terms" synthetic" and analytic ;" that is to say, the power
on the one hand of grouping and combining colours and effects, so
as to present human thoughts and passions as they result visibly in

action, and, on the other hand, of analysing and disentangling
the said colours and effects, for love of showing, as it were,
of what they are composed. These two powers seem to me to be
continually conflicting in his mind; and the result is, that in dealing

with his poems of an epic nature, the reader finds himself ever and
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anon compelled to assume the sock or buskin, while on the other
hand, in his plays, when the author himself cannot perform the

office of a moral prism or theodolite, 'we find the persoIls represented
almost painfully keen-eyed in unravelling each others motives and
measuring the altitudes of individual character.

As Tennyson was the poet of contemplation and Browning of
action, so I should call Swinburne the poet of passion. Browning,
too, might be termed a poet of passion, and there is nothing deplorable
in that, for his sort of passion is the soul of healthy action, and it
is the end of action, not the mere enjoyment of the passion itself,
that is his reward. But Swinburne seems to have no end or aim,
except it be this-to beat down all barriers, and to hurl fierce scorn
upon all restraints of body, mind, and soul. Having violently freed
himself from these he steers no-whither, but drifts simply like a
burning boat.

Is there latent then this unhealthy element in all his work 1 I
know of one test only by which healthiness of work may be tried.
Is it, or is it not followed by rest? These poems, alas, with
perhaps one exception, would almost force us to the conclusion that
Swinburne has never known rest. Or his, at least, must be that
sullen rest of the spent volcano, when the irrepressible bubbling lava
is still for a time. The mightiest efforts of genius in such an
unsettled condition, though they are sure to excite the wonder and
fascinate the senses, will yet exercise no permanent influence over
the minds of men."

After his paper, which was received with great applause, Mr.
Rhoades recited the following poems.-" An Incident of the French
Camp;" "The Italian in England;" "A Grammarian's Funeral;"
cc The Ride from Ghent to Aix;" "My Last Duchess;" "Evelyn
Hope;" and also, upon request, read some poems of Tennyson.
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FIVES MATCHES.

JUNIOR SINGLE-HANDED.
FIRST ROUND.

White, mi. easily beat Cobden.
Bastard, mi. beat Fenwick
Littlewood easily beat How
Stuart, mi. beat Connop, mi.
Morphew heat Harris, ma.

.'his was a capital match, 12 and 14 in the two games.
Houghton beat Hort
Tonks beat Harries
Mayo easily beat Sayres
Harris, mi. beat Stuart, ma.

Gray, ma., a bye.

SECOND ROUND.

Harris, mi. beat Houghton
In this match the games were very fairly contested.

White mi. beat Bastard, mi.
Morphew scratched to Tonks
Stuart, mi. scratched to Mayo
LittJewood beat Gray, ma.

This was a very good match. Gray winning the second game, and
scoring 11 in the last.

THIRD ROUXD.

Mayo beat White
The games were very stoutly contested. White won the first,

scored 13 in the second, and 10 in the third.
Tonks beat Harris, mi.

Harris scored 10 in the second game.
Littlewood, a bye.

FOURTH ROUND.

Tonks easily beat Littlewood
Mayo, a bye.
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FINAL TIE.

:Mayo beat Tonks

This was one of the best games of the season. Tonks played up
well throughout, scoring 7 and 8, but the winner was decidedly
superior.

JUNIOR DOUBLE-HANDED.
FIRST ROUND.

Harries easily beat Hort
Houghton Church
Tonks beat Stuart, mi.
:Mayo Fenwick
'White, mi. beat Littlewood
Perch, mi. Lovibond
Connop, mi. beat Stuart, ma.
Harris, mi. Jl.forphew

This was a very good match. Stuart and l\forphew won the first,
and scored 12 and 13 in the second and third respectively.

Sayres scratched to Harris, ma.
Cobden Bast~rd, mi.
Myrtle scratched to Gray, ma.
How Barnes

Perch, tert., b
Norman, mi., a ye.

SECOND ROUND.

Tonks easily beat Harries
Mayo Houghton
'White, mi. easily beat Perch, tort.
Perch, mi. Normall, mi.
Harris, ma. beat Gray, ma.
Bastard, mi. Barnes

Connop, mi. b
Harris, mi. a ye.

THIRD Romw.
Tonks beat Harris, ma.
Mayo Bastard, mi.

Tanks and l\fayo had it just as they liked.
Connop, mi. scratched to White, mi.
Rarris, mi. Perch, mi.
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FOURTH ROUND.

Tonks beat White, mi.
Mayo Perch, mi.

The beaten pair played- up pluckily, obtaining 8 points in the first
and 5 in the second game.

White. mi. challenged and beat Harris, ma.
Perch, mi. Bastard, mi.

The winners thus obtained the 2nd place.

SCHOOL CONCERT.

On February 18th the sixty-fifth concert of the Musical Society
took place. This was in every way a success, the chief features being
Haydn's "Farewell" symphony and ]',fr. F. W. Bennett's flute
solos. The Programme opened with a beautiful part song by Hatton,
which was followed by a trio for tliree violins, creditably performed
by Hobbs, Connop, ma., and Williams, ma. In the next number
Connop ma. appeared with Bennett mi. to perform the delightful old
English duet, "Could a man be secure." Mr. Parker played two
piano solos, first one of the most classical of classical compositions,
and then a lively menuetto of his own. Mr. F. W. Bennett, of
Cadbury House, then gave a most splendid flute solo, combining
quality of tone with skill of execution. This gained an enthusiastic
encore, and he accordingly played another air with grand variations.
The unaccompanied trio which followed is too well known to require
much comment; it was vehemently encored. This was succeeded
by the "Farewell" smyphony, which was to have been performed
at the end of the Christmas term, but was unavoidably postponed.
The gas was turned down, and at a beat of the conductor's baton
each performer struck his match and applied it to his candle. The
orchestra had a pretty effect; as the music proceeded one by one the
performers blew out their candles and departed, till at last there were

only two violins left. This was followed by another part song of
Mendelssohn's which was weIr rendered by the choir. Herr Delfs
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Bach.
Parker.

Catcott.

Kilcken.
Weber.

Hatton.
Dancla.

Mendelssohn .
Olinton.

Mendelssohn.
Lecla£r.

5. PART SONG ..
6. FLUTE SOLO .

3. DUET...

not beingable to be present at the concert the audience were deprived
the pleasure of hearing "With Joy the Impatient Husbandman."
The part song "On the Sea" was performed by a small selection
of the choir only. 1\'fr. Donkin played a splendid solo on the violin,
and was accompanied by Harris ma., who is the rising accompanyist
of the society. A part song of Kuckens', followed by Weber's
piano duet, magnificently performed by Mr. Parker and Mr. Hodgson,
concluded a most delightful concert. The Orchestra comprised the
following:- ,

First Violins, ~rr. Regan, Connop, ma, Holden, Gee, W illiams, ma.,
Harris, mi.; Second Violins, Mr. Longmuir, Hobbs, Austin,
Comerford, Simpson, Bligh, Stuart, ma., Stuart, mi., Beaton, Leach,
Gale, Eyers, English; Viola, Mr. Donkin and Romer; Violoncello,
Herr O. Delfs; Double Bass, Mr. Wildman and Mr Exell; Flute,
Mr. F. W. Bennett; Oboe, Holt; Clarinet, Holme and Lys, mi.;
Bassoon, Mr. Damon; Cornet, Adkins; Drums, Dyer; Triangle,
Connop, mi. Subjoined is the programme :-
1. PART SONG, "Softly fall the Shades of Evening"
2. TRIO FOR THREE VIOLINS

Moderato Cantable. Menuetto.
Hobbs, Connop, ma., and Williams, ma.

... "Could a Man be secure"
Bennett, mi. and Connop, ma.

4 P S {
a, Prelude and Fugue No. 21. ... lANO OLOS .b, Menuetto e Trlo ... ...

Mr. Parker.
"In the Woods"

... "Cavatina" ...
1I'Ir. F. W. Bennett.

7. Trio ... " To all you Ladies now on Land"
Mr. Parker, 11'11'. Whitehead, and 11'11'. Hodgson.

8. THE FAREWELL SYMPHONY Haydn.
9. PART SONG .,. " An Old Romance" Mendelssohn.

10. SONG "With Joy the impatient Husbandman" ... Haydn.
Herr Otto Delfs.

11. PART SONG ... .. On the Sea" ...
12. VIOLIN SOLO "Sarabande et Tambourin"

l'tIr. Donkin.
(Accompanied by Harris, ma.)

13. PART Smm ... " Soldier's Love"
14. PIANO DUET, "L'Invitation pour la Danse"..•

l't1r. Hodgflon and Mr. Parker.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.
It is with no small expectation that we are looking forward to the

performance of the" Elijah" on Easter Monday.



Speaker& again&t.
E. A. Nepean (2)
W, R. Biddle (2)
E. M. Venn
R. Romer
R. Fowler
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SCHOOL NEWS.

We ar~glad to chronicle that E. H. Hensley of St. John's College,
Cambridge, has been elected to the Bell Scholarship.

We are glad to hear that P. H. Wippell and F. Rawlings have been
running well at Cambridge; also that E. A. Iremonger is rowing in
Jesus (in, that W. H. Woodward is coxswain in John's (iii), and A.
G. Bowen in King's (ii).

The following have been presented with their 2nd XV. colours
since our last :-C. F. Venn, A. H. Balme, C. M. Dyer, R. P. Ellis,
F. R. Loveband, and H. Y. Nutt; and shortly afterward, J. S. G.
Grenfell, C. W. Dawson, H. Gray, and E. H. Dunn.

OLD SHIRBURNIAN CRICKET CLUB.
MATCHES FOR 1882.

The original dates of the London Matches have been altered to
August 21st and 22nd, at Lord's, Old Shirburnians v. M.C.C. and
Ground, August 24th, at the Oval, Old Shirbumians v. Surrey Club
and Ground.

Old Shirburnians wishing to play must kindly send their names
to the

REV. W. J. KENDLE,
Forston House,

Dorchester.

DEBATING SOCIETY.

:March 4th.-Proposed by the Cabinet, " That this House, while
deeply sympathizing with the sufferings of the Jews in Russia,
deprecates any Government interference."

Speaker& jor. . j
F. J. Lys (2)
J. Lester (2)
W. H. Dixon
N. F. Hankey (2)
E. G. Broadrick
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The proposition was carried by two votes. The speeches were
numerous, and, as a rule, good.

March 25th.-Proposed by the Cabinet, "That it is not' desirable
atheists should be excluded from the House of Commons."

Speaker,y for.
F. Connop (2)
J'Lester
W. B. Wildman, Esq. (2)
H. H. House (2)
E. J. Broadrick

Speakers against.
W. H. Dixon (2)
E. A. Nepean (2)
W. R. Biddle

The opposition won by one vote. There was a numerous audience,
. and, though the number of members who spoke was small, owing
perhaps to the difficulty of the subject, the debate was a very
spirited one, and much interest was shown in the discussion.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
'I A SufIerer."-We understand that the reform you advocate

is under consideration. We have received a communication from
"Sunshine," \\'hich space unhappily prevents us from inserting, but
we applaud his suggestion of erecting partitions in the sheds of
the bath to protect bathers while dressing from the blasts of the
North wind.

We beg to acknolege with thanks the receipt of the following
School Magazines :-Nofvicensian (2), St. Edward's School Chronicle,
Rossallian (2), Durham Universzty journal, (Highbury House, St.
Leonard's), Ousel, Felsteadzan. Marlbunan (2), Uppingham School
Magazine, The LilY (2), Melburman (2), Wellingtoman (2),
Blundellian, Reptoman, Tonbn"dgzan, Haileyburyzan, Epsomzan,
Carthuszan, Exoman, 1Jradfteld School Chronicle, Blackheathen.


